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The Information International GRAFIX I optical character

recognition (OCR) system was tested to determine its ability
to read pages from a Russian technical journal and
accurately capture their content in digital form.'

The capability to rapidly capture Russian journal articles
in digital form is required by the U.S. Air Force's Foreign

Technology Division as part of their technical translation
project using the SYSTRAN automated translating system. The
SYSTRAN program translates the journal articles from Russian
to English, but only after the information has been first
converted from printed to digital form. This is currently
done manually by specially trained typists, who copy the
articles at computer terminals on a character-by-character
basis. GRAFIX I was tested to determine if it could do the
same job faster and more economically than the typists.
(See chapter 1.)

The test was particularly challenging because of certain
characteristics of the journal articles themselves which
tended to impede the success of OCR. Most OCR systems, for
instance, are incapable of reading the Cyrillic alphabet or
proportionately spaced material at all. The Russian
journals ccmbine proportionately spaced Cyrillic text with
poor quality paper, mathematical formulas, and a variety of
poor printing practices which together present a major
challenge even for a very sophisticated OCR system like
GRAFIX I (see chapter 2.) GRAFIX I was selected for the test
because of its proven ability to read proportionately spaced
material, Cyrillic print, and poor quality printing. (See
appendix E.) 3
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SUMV1Ry

Twenty-seven. actual Russian journal pages were put through
,the OCR _process ..at Information International's GRAFIX I
,facility ni'MIClr City, CA. The first step was to
jiic-of-i-lm t4.U4-ajes. GRAFIX I uses microfilm as the input
mediumnh '*v.d:cpper-handling problems which arise from
torn edgps,_ ciass, and the varying sizes and weights of
the papers used in the documents. The next step was the
,actual readihg of ithe film by GRAFIX I. This and subsequent
steps were perforned under the direct supervision of
representatives frdm FTD and RADC. After the OCR step was
completed, a ."reject conversion" operator examined and
identified the srhmll proportion of scanned images which the
computer had been unable to recognize. The final step
consisted of reformatting the output file to make it
compatible with FTD's SYSTRAN computer prcgram. Tapes and
lineprinter listings of the output at various stages of
processing were provided to the FTD representatives at the
time of the demonstration (see chapter 3).

The results of the test indicate that a GRAFIX I production
system designed for reading Russian journals of the quality
tested could be expected to fully capture from 1000 to 1500
journal pages during each eight-hour shift. Such a system
would identify about 95% of the Cyrillic characters, and'
would automatically route the remaining 5% to a reject
conversion operator for manual identification. The test
results indicate that the system would misidentify only a
fraction of one percent of the characters read. Finally,
such a system would reliably identify and preserve imbedded
mathematical formulas and other special blocks of material
for subsequent reinsertion into the translated text. (See
chapters 4 and 5.)

To determine the exact performance parameters of GRAFIX I in
a production system it would be necessary to conduct a
further study in which the GRAFIX I reads a statistically
valid random sample of the actual material which FTD plans
to process. Such an assessment was beyond the scope of the
present study, but is regarded as the logical next step in
evaluating the GRAFIX I as a practical alternative to FTD's
typists (see chapter 5).

In addition to the above, the report includes five
appendices containing a description of the demonstration,
facsimiles of the journal pages read for the test, the
output tape specifications, the font encoding scheme, and a
general discussion of GRAFIX I's capabilities and history.

I 
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EVALUATION

The objective of this effort was to test the feasibility of

Graphix I on scanning Cyrillic Text. This test involved the

scanning of 27 pages of the Russian text DOKLADY AKADEMII

NAUK SSSR No 3, 1976 supplied by Foreign Technology Division.

The resultant study demonstrated that the scanning of Cyrillic

text is feasible, although there should be improvements made

in the areas of error rate and system throughput rate. These

areas are limited due to the recognition software and the

difficulties inherent in the Cyrillic font. A production

system would require significant enhancements to handle a

wide variety of documents and fonts in order to be cost-

effective.

-JOHN A. GUILLEN, 2LT, USAF
Project Engineer
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Foreign Technology Division (FTD) of :he U.S. Air Force
is engaged in the translation of Russian technical journal
articles, printed in Cyrillic characters, to a form
accessable to analysts. Currently the FTD uses specially
trained typists to key the Russian text directly into
machine-readable computer files, after which the files are
processed by a powerful machine nslation system which
converts the Russian text to its E. a equivalent. E

FTD has discovered that manual keying of Cyrillic text is a
slow and costly process which proceeds at a rate of only a
few journal pages per typist per hour. Since FTD
anticipates a substantial increase in its translation work
load within the next few years, it is interested in finding
a faster and more economical method of capturing Russian
text in digital form.

The present study is an evaluation of Information
International's GRAFIX I optical character recognition
system in terms of its ability to read material from Russian
technical journals. Actual printed journal pages were used
in this test rather than monospace typed Cyrillic text as
has been the case in some previous studies.

The GRAFIX I system was chosen for evaluation because of its
proven ability to economically read large volumes of text in
which the layout is too complex and the print quality too
poor to be successfully captured by most other OCR systems.The GRAFIX I system has been used in commercial applications

Z~s1
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INTRODUCTION

material written in Cyrillic, Greek and other special
characters. The system's flexibility when confronted by
complex formats, proportionally spaced print, partial lines,
closely leaded lines, and overlapping characters makes it a
natural alternative to manual keying of the Russian
journals.

2
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CHAPTER 2

OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION OF RUSSIAN JOURNALS

2.1 OCR Problems Associated with Russian Text

Automated optical character recognition of Russian technical
articles is a project which requires special abilities on
the part of an OCR system due to the unusual material to be
read. The Cyrillic alphabet and Soviet printing practices
both exaggerate familiar character recognition difficulties
and present new problems not encountered in other OCR
applications. These problems fall into four categories:
those concerned with the Cyrillic alphabet itself, those
involving the typefaces used in the journals, those related
to poor printing, and those which result from the poor
condition of the paper.

2.1.1 UNIFORMITY OF THE CYRILLIC ALPHABET

An area of special difficulty in OCR processing of Russian
text is the striking degree of similarity among many
Cyrillic characters. The frequency of letters containing
one, two or three vertical columns as major structural
elements is an example. In addition there is a tendency for
letters to be formed through minor elaborations of other
letters. In the- Roman alphabet this problem occurs
relatively rarely, involving letter pairs such as "c" and

l, and or "rift and tmt?. In the Cyrillic alphabet,
however, similar letters are virtually the rule.

Figure 2-1 illustrates this point. In this figure the upper
line of type is a segment of text from an actual Russian
journal. The larger characters shown below are GRAFIX I

3_-
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OPTICAL CH-ARACTER RECOGNITION OF RUSSIAN JOURNALS
Problems with Russian Text

IIOCJIEAYIOLIAI OLEHKI1

A line of Russian text shown with five actual scanner images
of characters within the line. Note the characteristic
uniformity of the letters.

4I
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION OF RUSSIAN JOURNALS
Problems with Russian Text

scanner images of five of the characters in the preceding
line. The dominant pattern of vertical columns
differentiated by indistinct embellishments is readily
apparent. Clearly this forces the OCR process to
concentrate on minor differences between characters, and
impedes the rapid elimination of characters from the set of
possible correct identifications.

In lower case Roman letters, identification of an image is
made easier by the many letters which extend either above or
below the general line of print, and by the fact that in
proportionately spaced type the letters occupy differing
widths as well. Simply knowing the height and width of a
letter cuts down the field of possible identifications. In
Cyrillic, on the other hand, lower case characters tend to
be smaller duplicates of upper case characters, and are
extremely uniform with respect to width and height.
Character dimensions are only rarely of assistance in
identifying the letters.

2.1.2 PROBLEMS OF TYPEFACE DESIGN

In addition to the difficulties presented by the Cyrillic
alphabet itself, the typefaces favorcd by Soviet editors
tend to be intrinsically difficult to read using OCR.
Frequently the typeface emphasizes bold vertical columns
capped with wide serifs. The extremely important minor
variations between similar letters appear as narrow,
hair-like lines. From the point of view of the OCR scanner,
this produces images in which the vertical columns appear to
be linked at the top and bottom by serifs which almost
touch. (Refer again to Figure 2-1.) At the same time the
extremely thin horizontal or diagonal details tend to drop
out of the image, producing serious recognition problems.

If one were to deliberately design an alphabet and typeface
which would be difficult to read by OCR, the result might be
very similar to Russian Cyrillic print.

2.1.3 PROBLEMS OF POOR PRINTING PRACTICES

The difficulty of reading Russian journal text is compounded
by variations in printing quality. Cyrillic print is 4
difficult enough to read without having individual
characters printed out of line or rotated into a tilted
position. Such degradations are fairly common in Soviet
journals. Other com on flaws are the appearance of
hairlines between letters (in 1.2% of the articles), light

-f-
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION OF RUSSIAN JOURNALS
Problems with Russian Text

or incomplete printing of a letter (in 22% of the
characters), letters which touch, and lines which are very
closely leaded. Although one does not normally expect to
encounter all of these problems on the same page, the OCR
system must be able to deal with them when they do appear.

2.1.4 POOR PAPER QUALITY

Although some journal articles appear oi high-quality,
hard-surface, white, opaque paper, others are printed on
varying grades of paper including some which can only be
described as yellow, porous, and translucent (amounting to
33% of the material processed by FTD). Such paper allows
characters to spread and smear as the ink flows into the
paper, and minute bleed-throughs of ink from the other side
of the page are common in 20% of the journal pages. These
combine with irregularities in the paper itself to produce
spurious images for the OCR scanner.

2.2 The Russian Journal Pages Read for this Study

FTD supplied 27 actual Russian journal pages for the
GRAFIX I to read during the demonstration. These were drawn
from the journal DOKLADY AKADEMII NAUK SSSR, No. 3, 1976.
A table of the pages used and facsimiles of the actual pages
are included in appendix B of this report.

The material supplied for the GRAFIX I demonstration
represents the highest quality of Russian journal printing;
but even so the material includes lines printed at a slant
to the margins, hairlines between letters, and numerous
characters which appear to touch or which are only partially
printed. The material also included three different
Cyrillic fonts as well as Latin, Greek, mathematical and
other special characters in unpredictable sequences. This
was especially true of the first few pages, which were drawn
from an article on mathematics. This article contained many
small formulas imbedded within the text as well as larger
formulas which occupied large segments of each page. (See
the first few page facsimilies in appendix B.)

In spite of these features the ability of GRAFIX I to read
actual Russian journals was not fully tested by these pages.
The DOKLADY AN SSSR is an unusually high quality journal,
free from smudging, broken type, yellowed paper and other
characteristics of typical iussian journal printing. In
other applications GRAFIX I has successfully read material
of much lower quality than the pages used in this study.

6 k
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CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES

Chapter 3 describes the methods and materials used in the
GRAFIX I demonstration.

3.1 Filming

The 27 Russian journal pages were photographed with a Kodak
MRD-2 Planetary Microfilm Camera using Kodak Recordak AHU
Microfilm 5460, (a 35mm film in compliance with section
4.1.1.2 of RADC's Statement of Work). The images were
reduced in size by a proportion of 6.5 to 1. A vacuum easel
held tne journal pages flat during filming, and strips of
lithographer's tape were used on the easel as a guide to
page placement. Filming proceeded at the rate of
approximately 3-4 frames per minute. The film was developed
using a Kodak Versamat processor. The f-ilm was labeled
"AF5" and dated March 16, 1979.

The journal pages were filmed using two frames of film per
page. Each frame contained the image of either the top or
bottom half of a page. This procedure was followed to avoid
making software modifications in the GRAFIX I page finding
program. This approach would not be used in a production
system, for which a suitable whole-page finding program
would be provided. In production the manual filming
procedure would incorporate registration guides on the easel
for rapid page alignment. For very large volumes of
material, manual filming could be replaced entirely by a
semi-automatic camera system such as the Terminal Data
Corporation Documate.

7
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PROCEDURES
Filming

For the test the pages images were reduced by a ratio of 6.5
to one, a proportion which would accomodate the filming of
blocks of print up to 7 1/2" by 10" (the standard area of
print on an 8 1/2" by 11" page). Larger pages could be
accomodated by filming at a reduction ratio of 8 to one, but
there would be a penalty in terms of higher reject and
substitution rates during O(XA.

3.2 Font Acquisition

The three fonts read in the GRAFIX I demonstration (in
compliance with section 4.1.1.1 of RADC's Statement of Work)
were added to the computer's file of image masks using the
"font acquisition procedure." This procedure consists of
loading the film of Russian journal pages into the GRAFIX I
scanner and attempting to read it with the OCR program.
Each rejected (not yet identifiable) character is displayed
on the operator's terminal as it is encountered. If the
image is suitable to use as a mask, the operator keys the
correct identification and stores the new mask in a disk
file. After several such masks have been created, the
operator stops the OCR program and adds the new masks to the
OCR mask file. On subsequent runs, the OCR program is able
to read these characters and therefore selects only
characters for which no masks have been captured.

The iterative nature of this process greatly accelerates
mask acquisition. After gathering masks for all characters
in the font, the mask file may be edited using a separate
program which displays each mask individually and allows the
operator to adjust the alignment of the image and to correct
inaccurate identifications.

The time spent in acquiring the initial set of masks for a
particular font was usually about 20 minutes. (There are
about 90 masks in such an initial set.)

Since GRAFIX I has the ability to acquire font masks
directly from the material being read, the acquisition of
new fonts does not represent a significant source of further
expense to the user.

3.3 Data Tablet ODeration

In a production system the "Data Tablet Descriptor Entry
Procedure" is used to create digital files of page layout
information. These files guide the scanner to blocks of
text which are appropriate for optical character recognition

8
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PROCEDURES
Data Tablet Operation

and away from blocks which would be inappropriate, such as
graphs, line drawings, mathematical formulas, and
photographs. Confining the scanning to blocks of text which
are appropriate to OCR avoids wasting time on parts of the
page which do not require reading.

The descriptor files are usually created using a coordinate
digitizer, or data tablet, which allows an operator to enter
the locations of text and illustrations by pointing to them
rather than by measuring them. Even the layout of complex
tables can be quickly recorded in this manner, leaving the
details of bookkeeping to the computer. If desired, certain
logical information such as font type or page numbers may be
entered at the same time. In production this process
requires less than one minute per page, even for pages of
complex technical documentation. Note that data tablet
operation is a step performed on actual pages prior to, not
during, scanning by the OCR program.

The page descriptors used by the present film scanning
program are in a new developmental format which is
inconsistent with existing data tablet software. Since the
format information .,eeded for the demonstration was very
limited, the descriptor files were created manually without
using the data tablet. Data tablet software compatible with
the new format is under development and would be available
for a production system.

3.4 Text Reading and Optical Character Recognition

3.4.1 FINDING THE PAGE

Conceptually, the first task of the GRAFIX I in reading a
given page is to locate the image of the page on the film.
This is accomplished by scanning a series of widely spaced
lines parallel to the edges of the film, and then scanning a
second series of lines perpendicular to the first. These
scans intercept and detect the edges of the page image as
they appear on the film. From the points of intersection
between the lines and the page edges GRAFIX I determines the
location and orientation of the whole page within the frame.

Once the page image has been located within the frame,
GRAFIX I uses the previously prepared page descriptor file I
as a guid. to the blocks of text on the page which should be
scanned.

9
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PROCEDURES
Text Reading and OCR

3.4.2 FINDING LINES OF TEXT

Once the page dercriptor file has directed the scanner to a
block of text, the scanner begins to search for the actual
lines of print within the block. The first step in line
finding is to sweep the upper part of the block with scan
lines parallel to the upper edge of the page. The ratio of
black to white detected in each scan line is then digitally
plotted against the location oZ the scan line on the page.
This produces a graph with a peak corresponding to the
location of the first line in the block. This technique is
used to locate one line at a time as the scan progresses
down the page. This technique automatically adjusts to any
variations in line spacing and arrangement.

The next step after locating a line is to determine the
slope of the line. Russian journals frequently contain
lines which are skewed with respect to the rest of the page
due to poor printing practices. The scanning software is
able to adjust to such irregularities automatically by
scanning the line in three segments to determine the
location of the character bases on the left, right and
middle thirds of the line. When this is established the
slope of the line is calculated and OCR is allowed to
proceed.

3.4.3 FINDING PRINTED CHARACTERS

Character finding is accomplished by the GRAFIX I in a
manner uniquely suitable to reading Russian journals and
other proportional-space print. Most other OCR systems are
critically dependent on monospace print and clear
seadeations between characters as an aid in character
finding. GRAFIX I, however, uses finding techniques capable
of locating proportionally spaced characters, and which can
even separate characters which touch or overlap slightly.
GRAFIX I accomplishes this task through the use of
techniques such as "river finding," in which a white gap
between two characters can be identified even though it may
not form a clean vertical column perpendicular to the line
of type. Italicized characters, for instance, overhang one
another and do not leave neat columns of white between
letters. To separate touching characters GRAFIX I may
search for opposing "notches" in the upper and lower edges
of the joined image as a cue to the proper point of

* separation.
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PROCEDURES
Text Reading and OCR

The distinction between systems which read proportionally
spaced type and those which do not is extremely important.
Although a few OCR systems besides GRAFIX I may be capable
of identifying Cyrillic letters when typed on a monospace
typewriter, GRAFIX I is the only commercial system which
routinely reads proportionally spaced text containing
overlapping characters such as that found in Russian
journals.

3.4.4 IDENTIFYING PRINTED CHARACTERS

Once a character has been scanned and located, the OCR
program measures the character's maximum width and maximum
height. The font recognition masks are grouped in five
classes by height, ranging from the largest class (capital
letters) through five descending steps to a class containing
very small characters (such as punctuation marks). Within a
height class the masks are arranged in order of increasing
width. By using the height and width of the unknown
character as a reference, the OCR program is able to
iimmediately isolate a small set of appropriate masks from
the universe of all possibilities. During the demonstration
this strategem typically selected about 20 possible masks
out of a field of 300 for each unknown character. The 300
masks represent upper and lower case characters in Latin,
Cyrillic, Greek, Special Symbols, and various italic forms
of these alphabets. (In other applications, GRAFIX I has
demonstrated the ability to read printed material containing
as many as 27 intermixed fonts.)

In this demonstration the character recognition masks for
all three fonts were stored as a single file, a procedure
which lowered the overall character recognition rate. In a
production system software would be used which explicitly
recognizes fonts prior to recognition of the characters.
This would speed up recognition of an unknown character by
eliminating the masks which belong to inappropriate fonts.
This procedure can be implemented by programming the
GRAFIX I to recognize differences between upright Cyrillic,
italic Cyrillic, bold Cyrillic, and a fourth set
representing the relatively infrequent Latin, Greek and
mathematical symbols. Such extensive software development
was beyond the scope of the present study, although similar
software has been successfully implemented on the GRAFIX I
for other applications.

ii -
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PROCEDURES
Text Reading and OCR

When several possible masks have been selected for the
unknown character, a process of correlation is initiated.
Masks are assigned scores based on their similarity to the
unknown character. When the entire set of possible masks
has been scored, the OCR program isolates the few scores
which are high enough to be plausible matches. Of these,
the best two are examined closely. Before determining that
the highest scoring mask represents the true identity of the
unknown, the OCR program checks the scores against two
criteria:

1. The best mask must be very similar to the
unknown.

2. There must be a significant difference between
the score of the best mask and that of the second
best mask.

The exact mathematical thresholds used in these rejection
criteria can be adjusted to "fine tune" the reject behavior
of the system. Typically the best mask must be about 90%
similar to the unknown and its score should be more than 5%
better than the second-best mask or GRAFIX I will reject the
character. These figures differ from one application to
another depending on the needs of the user.

If the mask scores meet both of these criteria, the unknown
character is assigned the identity of the highest-scoring
mask and the character code represented by that mask is
placed in the OCR output file. If the mask scores fail to
meet these criteria, the unknown character is classified as
a reject and a digital image of the character is placed in
the OCR output file, along with information about why the
character was rejected and what the highest-scoring masks
were.

3.4.5 ADDITIONAL OCR PROCESSING OPTIONS

When GRAFIX I has finished reading a line it performs one or
more post-processing steps on the line as a whole. In the
demonstration the only such step was to discard lines which
had more than 25% rejects. Such lines were assumed to
contain mathematical formulas or other unreadable material.
When such a line was rejected GRAFIX I placed a short
message in the OCR output file to alert subsequent users
that the line was missing, (in compliance with section
4.1.1.2 of RADC's Statement of Work). In the demonstration
the message was $$LN1.

12
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Text Reading and OCR

In a production system other post-processing steps could be
implemented, and a selection of more sophisticated page
format information could be included in the output file. An
example of an optional post-processing step would be to
search the line for possible character separation errors.
The computer can be programned to identify suspicious
rejects by their size and location, such as in the case of a
large reject found. in the center of a word. Such a reject
could easily be a pair of touching characters which had not
been separated properly at first. An appropriate procedure
would be to reexamine such rejects and attempt to split them
into recognizable characters before outputting the rejected
image. GRAFIX I can also be programmed to include
information on fonts, spacing between letters, size and
extent of white areas, location of headings and captions,
and. site and extent of illustrations as an aid in
recomposing the page following translation.

3.5 Reject Conversion

Those characters which were rejected during the OCR process
were manually identified in the subsequent reject conversion
step. (This is in compliance with section 4.1.1.4 of RADC's
Statement of Work). In this part of the demonstration the
gray-level images of unrecognized characters were displayed
to a human operator, who recognized them and keyed their
identities. In order to implement this process for the
demonstration it was necessary to create a Cyrillic font for
the reject conversion displays, (in compliance with section
4.1.1.3 of RADC's Statement of Work). This font is shown in
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-2 illustrates the reject conversion process. The
figure shows four sequential steps in clearing rejected
characters from a file generated during the GRAFIX I
demonstration. The upper row of letters in each frame shows
actual gray level images of the unrecognized characters in
the context of other characters which were identified by the
OCR program. The second row shows the same characters but
with large empty squares below the rejected images. The
solid white triangle is a "cursor." The cursor shows the
operator which character wiil be affected by the next
keystroke.

In the upper frame of Figure 3-2 the cursor is shown under
the leading 1l. The operator presses the 1I key on the
reject conversion keyboard to enter the identity of the
image. At the instant the operator presses the appropriate

13 1..
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Reject Conversion

FIGUVRE 3-1

The video Cyrillic font used to display Russian text on
GRAFIX I reject conversion terminals.
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PROCEDURES
Reject Conversion

FIGURE 3-2

Four stages in the conversion of rejected characters (see
text for discussion). These are actual gray level images
from a reject conversion terminal.
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l A C C Hi K-

K A FIGURE 3-3

Error correction at the reject conversion terminal. In this
sequence the reject operator keys an ";noorrect
identification, then backspaces with a single keystroke and
corrects the error. See text for further discussion.

16
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Reject Conversion

key the symbol PI appears under the image and the cursor
moves to a position beneath the next rejected character.
The second unknown, an HH, is identified in the same manner
and the cursor moves to the third unknown. When this line
has been completely cleared of rejected characters the
cursor moves automatically to another line.

Figure 3-3 shows a variation on this process intended to
illustrate the flexibility of the reject conversion
equipment. In this example the operator identifies the
first unknown image as a PI. This identification is in
error, since the character is actually NN. To correct the
mistake, the operator presses a special backspace key and
returns the cursor to its previous position (using only one
keystroke). At this point the operator keys in the correct
identification and goes on to the next reject image.

Note that the rejected characters shown in Figures 3-2 and
3-3 were typical of those which were difficult for GRAFIX I
to identify. The PI and NN in Figure 3-2 are especially
characteristic. These characters frequently appeared as
shown here with their upper and lower serifs overlapping.
This gave each character a very high degree of similarity to
both the PI and NN masks, preventing the OCR program from
identifying them (see section 3.4.4, above.)

The result of the reject conversion process is the creation
of OCR output files which have been rewritten with character
codes in place of the reject gray level images. The
rewritten files were then ready for final formatting and
tape output.

3.6 Tape Format

FTD requested a special set of file conventions in the final
output tape in order to make the data intelligible to the
SYSTRAN machine translation program, (in section 4.1.1.5 of
RADC's Statement of Work). The final output tapes provided
to FTD were written to these specifications. The memo
containing the tape farmat instructions has been included in
this report as appendix C.

17
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

4.1 Page and Line Finding

Of the 1029 lines of text contained in the 27 Russian
journal pages supplied by FTD:

Frames 2 and 48 of the film were omitted due to correctable
errors in page finding. These frames contained 34 lines
(3.3% of the total).

44 lines (4.3%) were not captured due to correctable
problems in line finding. These lines were located in
frames 4, 12 and 34.

40 lines and 4 half-lines (4.1%) were omitted from the test
due to human error in writing the page descriptor files.

27 lines (2.6%) were portions of article titles and figure
captions written in a font which GRAFIX I was not expected
to capture. GRAFIX I correctly identified each of these
lines and wrote the code "$$LN1"f in place of each line in
the output file.

24 lines (2.3%) contained mathematical formulas or other
special. symbols which GRAFIX I was not expected to capture.
GRAFIX I correctly identified these lines and wrote the code
"$$LNI" in place of each line in the output file.

11 lines (1.1%) were not read due to intrinbic problems with
the material. GRAFIX I rejected these lines and entered the
"$SLN1" code in place of each line in the output file. This

caigory most closely reflects the spurious line-rejection
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RESULTS
Page and Line Finding

rate of a production system.

4.2 Reject Rates

A reject is a character which the OCR program encountered
and could not reliably identify. The rejects which occured
in the test material can be divided into six categories,
which are described below (see Table 4-1). It is expected
that in the development of a production system, procedures
would be found to avoid most of the rejects falling into the
first five categories.

The reject categories were:

1. BAD LINE SCANS. Some lines in the test were
mistakenly scanned at an angle to the line of print
producing partial character images which were
rejected.

2. DIVIDED CHARACTERS. The OCR program sometimes
encountered poorly printed characters which
appeared to consist of two images. Such characters
were output as a pair of rejects. The figures
reported here reflect the number of characters
which were divided, not the number of reject images
produced.

3. SPURIOUS REJECTS. This category represents
rejected images which consisted of small "shavings"
from adjacent letters, such as detached ends of
serifs. These images were counted as rejects but
did not represent unidentified characters.

4. MERGED LETTERS. Occasionally the OCR program
failed to separate two touching characters, and was
unable to identify the resulting image.

5. NO APPROPRIATE MASK. During the test the OCR
program encountered images for which it had no
appropriate masks. These were output as rejects. A

6. AMBIGUOUS CHARACTERS. This category contains
look-alike characters, such as rI, H, and H.
These rejects would be the most difficult to reduce
in a production system. , V
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TABLE 4-1

CHARACTERS REJECTED OUT OF 44,504 READ

REJECT CATEGORY CHARACTERS PERCENT OF

REJECTED TOTAL CHARACTERS

Bad Line Scans 210 0.5%

Divided Characters 170 0.4%

Spurious Rejects 420 0.9%

Merged Characters 800 1.8%

No Appropriate Mask 770 1.7%

*Ambiguous Characters 2220 5.0%

* Most nearly reflects the reject rate of a production
system on the material used in the test.

-1
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Substitution Rates

4.3 Substitution Rates

A "substitution" is a character which which is incorrectly
identified by GRAFIX I. Substitutions fell into three
categories, only one of which (ambiguous characters) would
contribute significantly to substitutions in a production
system. See Table 4-2.

The three categories of substitutions were:

1. NO APPROPRIATE MASK. In some cases when confronted
by a character for which it had no mask, GRAFIX I
misidentified the unknown by matching it with a
generally similar mask.

2. DIVIDED CHARACTERS. Occasionally GRAFIX I would
split a character into two images, mistakenly
identify one fragment and reject the other. In the
case of a split "m," for instance, the computer
might identify the first half of the image as an
"n," and then reject the remaining fragment as
unrecognizable.

3. AMBIGUOUS CHARACTERS. Certain letters, such as fl
and H, are so similar in appearance that
variations in print quality can cause one to look
like another.

21
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TABLE 4-2

CHARACTERS INCORRECTLY IDENTIFIED OUT OF 44,504 READ

SUBSTITUTION CATEGORY CHARACTERS PERCENT OF

SUBSTITUTED TOTAL CHARACTERS

No Appropriate Mask 60 0.13%

Divided Character 51 0.11%

*Ambiguous Characters 82 0.18%

* Most nearly reflects the reject rate of a production
system on the material used in the test.
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4.4 Throughput Rates

There are two throughput rates of interest, the
instantaneous recognition rate and the total system
throughput.

The instantaneous recognition rate is the speed at which the
OCR program recognizes an individual letter. When reading
the Russian journal pages supplied by FTD the GRAFIX I's
instantaneous recognition rate is 65.0 characters per
second. (This rate was measured subsequent to the
demonstration.)

The total system throughput is the rate of conversion taking
into account the time spent on film positioning, page
finding, line finding, character finding, character
recognition, file writing, reject conversion, and tape
writing. The GRAFIX I's total system throughput for this
demonstration was approximately 30 characters per second.

Total system throughput is a practical figure which can be
converted to a realistic estimate of system productivity as
follows:

Throughput (chars/sec) * 28,800 see/shift =

Daily Rate (chars/day)

Using this formula, GRAFIX I demonstrated a daily throughput
of 864,000 characters per 8-hour shift. This is the
equivalent of approximately 500 Russian journal pages such
as those read for this test.

233
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

Information International's GRAFIX I optical character
recognition system successfully read 27 actual Russian
journal pages and converted them into digital files suitable
for processing by FTD'S SYSTRAN translation program. This
section presents a detailed discussion of the results of the
test and some observations regarding further research.

5.1 Discussion of Page and Line Finding

In general the page and line finding software performed
quite reliably. Several minor problems were encountered
during the test, but these were felt to be artifacts of the
demonstration itself. The various software packages used in
the test were not exactly appropriate for reading Cyrillic
journals, having originally been developed for other
applications. This produced several annoying but minor
difficulties, none of which would be present in a production
system.

As an example, consider the 44 lines which were not read due
to line finding problems. The line finding software used in
the demonstration was adapted from a production system which
reads narrow columns of text from catalogs. These columns
frequently contain skewed lines of type. The program
accomodates narrow, skewed lines by searching for each end
of the line in order to establish the line's slope. It then
makes its first pass at the following line by presuming it
to be parallel to the first.

AI
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Page and Line Finding

When applied to the long, closely-spaced lines of Russian
journal text, however, the line finding program occasionaly
failed. In three cases (0.03% of all lines) the program
found the beginning of one line and mistakenly matched it
with the end of the next line. This led it into a chain of
systematic errors which produced repeated tilted line scans
until the end of the frame was reached. Software written
specifically for Russian journal pages would not be subject
to this kind of problem.

Similar difficulties account for the two frames of the film
which were skipped by the page finding program and the 42
lines which were not read due to human error in making up
the page descriptor files. Neither problem occurs in
GRAFIX I production systems, and neither appeared to be
related to any special feature of the Russian text.
Therefore, these problems are not expected to occur in a
production system when reading material similar to that used
in the test.

In summary, although the slight mismatch between software
and application proved to be a nuisance, no substantial page
finding or line finding problems relating to the nature of
the test material were encountered.

An important part of the test was for GRAFIX I to
demonstrate its ability to recognize lines of text
containing excessive numbers of mathematical symbols, and to
output a special code indicating the location of the line
within the article. This allows an editor to subsequently
locate the difficult line in the original material and
either key it in or paste it directly into place in the
translated text. GRAFIX I correctly identified and noted 24
such lines.

GRAFIX I rejected 11 lines (1.1% of the total) for
miscellaneous reasons which were intrinsic to the material.
An examination of these lines suggests that they may have
been rejected due to random effects resulting in their
having more than 25% unidentifiable characters. Some A
these lines were only one word long, for instance, aad
contained a high proportion of look-alike letters. In a
four-letter line a single rejected image would cause the
whole line to be discarded.

Rejected lines such as these are probably not avoidable.
The criteria used to identify lines containing -athematical S
formulas will inevitably cause a few spurious re'ections -4
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based on randomly high proportions of unidentifiable images.
Note, however, that all such rejected lines were replaced by
a code in the output file which would call them to the
attention of an editor. They are therefore not lost, and
can be keyed into the data file manually at a later time.

5.2 Discussion of Reject Rates

About 5% of the characters in the material read were
rejected for legitimate reasons. A production system
reading this type of material would be expected to show a
similar reject rate. As was the case with errors in page
finding and line finding, a large proportion of the rejected
images during the test were felt to be due to artifacts of
the demonstration, and were not characteristic of a
production system.

For instance, 210 rejected images were artifacts of skewed
line scans. The bad line scans were a result of the line
finding error discussed above. The rejects derived from
such scans should not be considered part of the overall
reject rate for this material. More appropriate line
finding software is expected to eliminate this category of
rejects.

The reject categories described as divided characters,
spurious rejects, and merged characters could be greatly
reduced by more sophisticated software in a production
system. Routines which rejoin fragments of characters can
be implemented, as well as procedures which split
overlapping characters. It is felt that these categories
woute not contribute significantly to the reject rate of a
production system.

Rejects caused by the lack of an appropriate mask represent
a more complex situation. With the open-ended potential for
the appearance of previously unused symbols, the rejection 2
of novel character images is a proper function of the
system. By rejecting these characters GRAFIX I assures that
they will be brought to the attention of an editor. These
"rejects" would be better considered as proper dispositions
of novel characters rather than as errors or failures of
identification. Clearly these characters do not properly
belong in an estimate of the total "reject rate."

Finally there were the "hard" rejects, those which will be
difficult to eliminate from a production system. These were
rejects due to look-alike characters which could not be
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reliably differentiated. It is felt that it will be
difficult to improve very much on the 5.0% reject rate
represented by this category. The Cyrillic characters H
and H are frequently degraded to the point that the OCR
program cannot distinguish between them. Considering the
similarity of the letters and the poor quality of the
Russian printing, it appears that a 5.0% reject rate is
reasonable for these ambiguous characters.

5.3 Discussion of Substitution Rates

Less than one-half of one percent of the 44,504 characters
read by GRAFIX I were misidentified. The low number of
substitutions is in part explained by the 5.0% reject rate
for ambiguous characters. GRAFIX I was prograTined to reject
all doubtful characters specifically to keep the
substitution rate as low as possible. It was felt that the
rejected characters could be more easily converted for
SYSTRAN input than substituted characters could be. Even
though the substitution rate was gratifyingly low, it is
felt that two of the three categories of substitutions could
be greatly reduced in a production system.

For instance, one third of the substitutions were due to
attempts by GRAFIX I to identify characters for which it
possessed no appropriate masks. The operator in charge of
font acquisition for the demonstration did not make a
lower-case Latin "m" mask due to an oversight. GRAFIX I
subsequently identified Latin "m's" by matching them with
the mask for the lower-case Cyrillic MTT. In a production
system the operator would simply have made another mask
after discovering the substitution, and the problem would
have been solved. This option was not available during the
demonstration since the substitution was not detected until
several days later.

A quarter of the substitutions were due to the
misidentification of a letter fragment. These substitutions
were in every case associated with a small reject image
representing the remaining fragment of the true character.
In the case of a split "m," for instance, the computer might
initially identify the first half of the image as an "n,"
and then reject the remaining fragment as unrecognizable.
This problem is accentuated in the Cyrillic alphabet by the
presence of the two-part letter hi, the first half of which
is identical with b, the Cyrillic "soft sign." In a
production system GRAFIX I would be prograinemd to recognize
a variety of characteristic substitution-fragment combi- L
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nations and automatically correct them. A post-production
routine, for instance, could instruct GRAFIX I to reexamine
any character within a word which happened to be followed by
a small reject image. Such a routine could substantially
reduce this category of substitutions.

There remain the "ambiguous character" substitutions,
representing only 0.2% of the characters read. The
ambiguous letters rI and H are so similar in appearance
that variations in print quality will cause a small
incidence of substitutions between them in spite of the best
efforts to the contrary. This category is considered to be
the primary source of substitutions which would be
encountered in a production system.

5.4 Discussion of Throughput Rates

GRAFIX I demonstrated an instantaneous character recognition
rate of 65.0 characters per second during the Russian
journal OCR demonstration. This rate is not regarded as
being representative of a production system because the
masks used in the test were not subdivided by font. The
software for a production system would be designed to
recognize special fonts and restrict the selection of masks
to those within the correct font. This approach has been
implemented on the GRAFIX I successfully, and results in a
substantial increase in the character recognition rate. A
production system with an instantaneous character
recognition rate in the vicinity of 200 characters per
second is a distinct possibility using font recognition
techniques.

GRAFIX I's total system throughput during the demonstration
was approximately 30 characters per second. This figure
reflects the rate at which the material is actually
processed by the whole system. This figure is partially
limited by the instantaneous character recognition rate, and
could be expected to improve by a factor of two or three in
a production system.

Even using the rates demonstrated by GRAFIX I during the
demonstration, the system appears to be the equal of
approximately 15 trained typists. In addition, GRAFIX I
runs continually (no coffee breaks), and can be operated on
a 24-hour basis if necessary. At maximum utilization the
system could transcribe Russian journal pages at a daily
(3-shift) rate equivalent to a staff of 50 trained Cyrillic
typists.
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5.5 Indications for Further Study

Although the results of this test and demonstration have
been enlightening, Information International feels that this
study was limited in scope and should be regarded as an
indicative but not definitive evaluation of the usefulness
which an OCR system may have to FTD. The present study
concentrated on a small sample of Russian pages from a
single journal,.and did not properly evaluate GRAFIX I's
ability to process the full range of material handled by
FTD's technical translation division.

The practical ability of GRAFIX I to capture Russian
technical text will not be accurately determined until a
study is performed in which GRAFIX I reads a large,
statistically valid random sample of the actual material FTD
proposes to capture for SYSTRAN processing. A sample of 500
randomly selected pages from the last year's production
might be satisfactory for this purpose. Until such a study
is performed the true production reject rate, substitution
rate, and total system throughput cannot be convincingly
determined.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMONSTRATION: APRIL 18, 1979

A.1 Participants from Information International

A. K. Griffith, Ph.D., Manager of OCR Development
Russell Ham, Project Leader
Rich Schroeppel, Senior Development Programmer
Jeremy Schwartz, Junior Programmer
Dian Sweeney, Reject Conversion Operator
Bruce D. Clayton, Ph.D., Corporate Communicatior Specialist

A.2 Participants from FTD/RADC

Lt. Col. Russell C. Hagberg, Technical Translatio'. Division,
FTD/NIT

Robert M. Wallace, Technical Advisor, Technical Translation
Division, FTD/NIT

Lt. John A. Guillen, Project Engineer, S&T Systems Develcp-
ment Section, RADC

A.3 Schedule of Events

10:00 Briefing of demonstration to follow.

11:00 Reading (OCR) of 27 pages supplied for the
demonstration.

Each page was filmed on two znccessive frames of film, with
the top of 3 page on one frame and the bottom of the page on
the next frane. The output from each frame of film was put
in a separate "OCR Output file." Therefore, 54 OCR output
files were created. Each file consisted of a su.ccession of
digital codes, one for each recognized charactery together
with a gray-level image of each unrecognized or "rejected"
character.
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Schedule of Events

These files were named CR0020.001 [33,110] through

CR0020.054 [33,110].

11:30 Creation of "mock reject" files.

Each OCR output file was run through a program which
replaced the reject images with question marks. These files
were named MKO020.001 [33,110] through MK0020.054 [33,110]

12:00 Conversion of mock reject file to FTD format.

All files output from mock reject conversion were converted
to FTD tape format. This tape was supplied to FTD as
"tape 1."

12 : 30 Luneh

2:00 Reject conversion.

Ten of the OCR output files created during the morning
session were put through the reject conversion cycle. Each
reject image i each file was displayed at a CRT terminal,
together with the textual context, in Cyrillic. The
operator keyed the correct identity of each rejected
character. An encoded version of the keyed character
replace4 the gray-level image in the output file. The
selecti., of these files was the option of FTD. The files
were named RJO021.001 [33,1101 through RJO021.010 [33,110]

2:30 Creation of mock reject printouts.

The MKO020 files were printed on the lineprinter by a
program which gave Roman transliterations of the Cyrillic
characters, and indicated the fonts and character sizes. A
file called PJ0021.000 was created from files M0020.001
[33,100] through IVIK0020.054 [33,100] and was supplied to
FTD.

3:00 Writing output tape of reject converted files.

The ten files put through reject conversion were formatted
according to the FTD specification, in 710-byte blocks, and
were written onto a magnetic tape. This tape was supplied
to FTD as "tape 2." A hex lineprinter dump of this tape was
also supplied.

& 3:30 Summary and discussion of test.
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APPENDIX B

JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR THIS STUDY

B.1 List of Pages Read

RADC p'ovided Information International with 27 pages of
Russian technical journal material for GRAFIX I to read in
this demonstration. These pages are reproduced in this
appendix. Table B-1 contains a sunynary of the pages read,
all of which were drawn from the journal DOKLADY AKADEMII
NAUK SSSR, No. 3, 1976.

TABLE B-1

LIST OF PAGES READ

1i
Pages Read No. of Pages

521-524 4
529-530 2
603-606 4
611-613 3
615-618 4
622-628 7
750-751 2
756 1

Total: 27
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JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR ThIS STUDY
Actual Journal Pages

B.2 Actual Journal Pages

The following 27 pages contain facsimiles of the actual
journal pages which the GRAFIX I read during the
demonstration. The facsimiles have been reduced to 65% of
their original dimensiops.

I
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JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR THIS STUDY
Actual Journal Pages

Page 521 from DOKLADY AKADEV!II NAUK SSSR, No. 3, 1976:
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JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR THIS STUDY
Actual Journal Pages

Page 750 from DOKLADY AKAflMII NAUK SSSR, No. 3, 1976:
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JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR THIS STUDY
Actual Journal Pages
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JOURNAL PAGES READ FOR THIS STUDY
Actual Journal Pages

Page 756 from DOKLADY AKADEMIT NAUK SSSR, No. 3, 1976:
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APPENDIX C

OUTPUT TAPE SPECIFICATIONS

Appendix C contains the text
of a memo furnished by the FTD
to specify output tape batch
sizes for the tapes produced
during the GRAFIX I demon-
stration. The memo is repro-
duced verbatim.

TAPE INPUT TO MT SYSTEM - GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. The tape contains two files: ASCII label and data.
Density = 800 bpi. LRECL = 71, BLKSIZE = 710, RECFM = FB,
short final block permitted but last ten records must be all
X'FF's.

2. The first data record must be 71 X'00's.

3. Second and succeeding records will be a table of
contents of the data file until a record of 71 X'01's is
encountered, indicating start of the first document. Each
index record begins with a blank, followed by a name of 11
characters, followed by blanks.

4. Each document is separated from the next document by a
record of 71 X'01's.

ii

5. Each document record must begin with a blank. If a
textword will overflow from one record to another, current
record must instead be padded out with blanks and the
textword placed on the next record following the initial
blank.
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APPENDIX D

FONT ENCODING SCHEME

D.1 Explanation of Tables

The FTD output character set is a special eight-bit
allocation roughly based on the ASCII and EBCDIC codes. For
files internal to the GRAFIX I, Irformation International
has used a previously adopted encoding scheme, in which each
recognized graphic symbol is represented by a two-character
sequence. The first character of the sequence identifies a
group (or font, or overlay) of related graphic symbols, and
the second character identifies a particular member of the
group.

Throughout the tables in this appendix, the two-character
Information International code appears in the first column.
For simplicity, this code is expressed in ANSI column/row
notation. To convert the ANSI notation to the actual
seven-bit binary code for each character use the formula

Binary Code = b + (a x 16)

where (a/b) is the ANSI representation.

The second column in each table contains the FTD ASCII code
which corresponds to the Information International code in
column one.

The third column of the table contains the description of
the letter or symbol specified by the codes.

The FTD code and the character descriptions were derived
from "SYSTRAN:EDIP," by LATSEC, Inc., dated 10 September
1976, which was furnished to Information International by
FTD.
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Explanation of Tables

As an example of how to read these tables, consider the
symbol SPACE from the Latin (Roman) character set (Table
D-1). This symbol is designated in Information
International code as the two-character sequence (3/0) (2/0)
where (3/0) specifies the Latin character set and (2/0)
indicates the character SPACE within that set. This
character is represented in FTD ASCII code as 20.

The graphic symbols are grouped in tables according to the
layout specified by the FTD for their existing keyboards,
and are identified successively as "Latin," "Cyrillic,"
"Special Symbols," and "Greek" character sets. See Figure
D-1 for an illustration of the current FTD keyboard
arrangement and character set.

I

I

5 1
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FONT ENCODING SCHEE
Explanation of Tables

1111111"f {3=( §;I%UI%% lb/I 'b'' 0*00 ))))]J
1+11 2122 3333 4s441 5ut55 6b66 7-677 88190:9 [Icc

Q14'. WW20 EE 3E Rp4 P TT5T ytj6V Uy7 T 11481 0o9Q Pflli
qLAIS WW2o IeeaE rp4P tT st- ybi3 UY71 iH 61 00g t Pflo7

AA-A SC £E DA A F0?30 G~ir HdOH JMIVTV KIAZY LA15A +i++

aas; .c Ia IdA_ 6 If ( 1j grn.y Ihioa* jnxip kH KiII n X I*A!:

Z3cz XXDHZ C~LX MAU B5=B1NH--NjMM-M «« '<> ??a?
z3D4 xxCE w, v90 b6z0 flH 0V MMj ,,1 ....

FIGURE D-1

The FTh character set displayed in keyboard format.
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FONT ENCO~DING SCHEME
Latin (Roman) Alphabet

D.2 Font Encoding Tables

The following tables show the Information International andFTD codes for the four character s~ets used by FTh.
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Latin (Roman) Alphabet

TABLE D-1

LATIN (ROMAN) ALPHABET

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE I SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd) I

(3/0) (2/0) 20 Space
(3/0) (2/1) 21 Exclamation Point
(3/0) (2/2) 22 Quotation Mark
(3/0) (2/3) 23 Paragraph Mark (* Not ASCII *)
(3/0) (2/4) 24 Cent sign (* = ASCII $ *)
(3/0) (2/5) 25 Percent
(3/0) (2/6) --

(3/0) (2/7) 27 Apostrophe
(3/0) (2/8) 28 Left Parenthesis
(3/0) (2/9) 29 Right Parenthesis
(3/0) (2/10) 2A Asterisk
(3/0) (2/11) 2B Plus
(3/0) (2/12) 2C Comma
(3/0) (2/13) 2D Hyphen, Minus
(3/0) (2/14) 2E Period
(3/0) (2/15) 2F Slash

(3/0) (3/3) 30 Zero
(3/0) (3/1) 31 One
(3/0) (3/2) 32 Two
(3/0) (3/3) 33 Three
(3/0) (3/4) 34 Four
(3/0) (3/5) 35 Five
(3/0) (3/6) 36 Six
(3/0) (3/7) 37 Seven
(3/0) (3/8) 38 Eight
(3/0) (3/9) 39 Nine
(3/0) (3/10) 3A Colon
(3/0) (3/11) 3B Semicolon
(3/0) (3/12) 3C Less Than
(3/0) (3/13) 3D Equal
(3/0) (3/14) 3E Greater Than
(3/0) (3/15) 3F Question Mark
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FONT ENCODI NG SCHEME
Latin (Roman) Alphabet

TABLE D-1 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/0) (4/0) --

(3/0) (4/1) 41 A
(3/0) (4/2) 42 B
(3/0) (4/3) 43 C
(?/0) (414) 44 D
(3/0) (4/5) 45 E
(3/0) (4/6) 46 F
(3/0) (4/7) 47 G
(3/0) (4/8) 48 H
(3/0) (4/9) 49 I
(3/0) (4/10) 4A i
(3/0) (4 /11) 4B K

(3/0) (4/12) 40 K .
(3/0) (4/13) 4D m
(3/0) (4/14) 4E N
(3/0) (4/15) 4F 0

(3/0) (5/0) 50 p
(3/0) (5/1) 51 Q
(3/0) (5/2) 52 R
(3/0) (5/3) 53 S
(3/0) (5/4) 54 T
(3/0) (5/5) 55 U
(3/0) (5/6) 56 V
(3/0) (5/7) 57 W
(3/0) (5/8) 58 x
(3/0) (5/9) 59 Y
(3/0) (5/10) 5A z
(3/0) (5/11) 5B Left Bracket
(3/0) (5/12) -

(3/0) (5/13) 5D Right Bracket
(3/0) (5/14) -

(3/0) (5/15) -
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Latin (Roman) Alphabet

TABLE D-1 (cont.)

INF. INTER. I FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/0) (6/0) --

(3/0) (6/1) 61 a
(3/0) (6/2) 62 b
(3/0) (6/3) 63 c
(3/0) (6/4) 64 d
(3/0) (6/5) 65 Ie
(3/0) (6/6) 66 If
(31'0) (6/7) 67 g
I(3/0) (6/8) 68 h
I(3/0) (6/9) 69 i
(3/0) (6/10) 6A j
(3/0) (6/11) 6B k
(3/0) (6/12) 6C 1
(3/0) (6/13) 6D m
(3/0) (6/14) 6E n
(3/0) (6/15) 6F 0

(3/0) (7/0) 70 p
(3/0) (7/1) 71 q
(3/0) (7/2) 72 r
(3/0) (7/3) 73 s
(3/0) (7/4) 74 t

(/)(7/5) 75 u
(3/0) (7/6) 76 v
(3/0) (7/7) 77 w
(3/0) (7/8) 78 x
(3/0) (7/9) 79 y
(3/0) (7/10) 7A z
(3/0) (7/11) 7B Left Brace
(3/0) (7/12) 7C Vertical Bar
(3/0) (7/13) 7D Right Brace
(3/0) (7/14) -

(3/0) (7/15) -
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FONT ENCODING SCHEMIE
Cyrillic (Russian) Alphabet

TABLE D-2

CYRILLIC (RUSSIAN) ALPHABET

INF. INTER. FIT) LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/1) (2/0) 20 Space (*=ASCII *

(3/1) (2/2) -

(3/1) (2/3) BB Uppercase 'El
(3/1) (2/4) B3C Uppercase 'YAl
(3/1) (2/5) BD Uppercase 'SHCH'
(3/1) (2/6) BE Uppercase Soft Sign
(3/1) (2/7) BF IUppercase Hard Sign
(3/1) (2/8) -

(3/1) (2/9) -

(3/1) (2/10) ED Lowercase 1i kratkoya' (lyyl)
(3/1) (2/11) CO Uppercase t1 Kratkoya' (tYYl')
(3/1) (2/12) 02C Conma (*=ASCII *
(3/1) f(2j43) 2D Hyphen, Minus (*=ASCII *
(3/1) (2/14) 2E Period (S=ASCII 5

(3/1) (2/15) 2F Slash (5=ASCII 5

(3/1) (3/0) -

(3/1) (3/2) -

(3/1) (3/3) DB Lowercase lt
(3/1) (3/4' DC Lowercase 'ya'
(3/1) (3/5) DD Lowercase tshcht

(3/1) (3/6) DE Lowercase soft sign
(3/1) (3/7) DF Lowercase hard sign
(3/1) (3/8) -

(3/1) (3/9) -

(3/1) (3/10) 3A Colon (* ASCII 5

(3/1) (3/11) 3B Semicolon (*=ASCII 5

(3/1) (3/12) 3C Less Than (5=ASCII 5

(3/1) (3/13) 3D Equal (5=ASCII. *
(3/1) (3/14) 3E Greater Than (S=ASCII 5

(3/1) (3/15) 3F Question Mark (*=ASCII 5
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Cyrillic (Russian) Alphabet

TABLE D-2 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/1) (4/0) --
(3/1) (4/1) Cl Uppercase 'A'
(3/1) (4/2) C2 Uppercase !B'
(3/1) (4/3) C3 Uppercase 'CH'
(3/1) (4/4) C4 Uppercase 'D'
(3/1) (4/5) C5 Uppercase 'YE'
(3/1) (4/6) C6 Uppercase 'F'
(3/1) (4/7) C7 Uppercase 'G'
(3/1) (4/8) C8 Uppercase 'YUi
(3/1) (4/9) C9 Uppercase 'YI'
(3/1) (4/10) CA Uppercase 'ZH'
(3/1) (4/11) CB Uppercase 'K'
(3/1) (4/12) CC Uppercase 'L'
(3/1) (4/13) CD Uppercase 'M'
(3/1) (4/14) CE Uppercase 'N'
(3/1) (4/15) CF Uppercase '0' 

(3/1) (5/0) DO Uppercase 'P'
(3/1) (5/1) Dl Uppercase 'TS'
(3/1) (5/2) D2 Uppercase 'R'
(3/1) (5/3) D3 Uppercase 'S'
(3/1) (5/4) D4 Uppercase 'T'
(3/1) (5/5) D5 Uppercase 'U'
(3/1) (5/6) D6 Uppercase 'V'
(3/1) (5/7) D7 Uppercase 'SH'
(3/1) (5/8) D8 Uppercase 'X'
(3/1) (5/9) D9 Uppercase 'I'
(3/1) (5/10) DA Uppercase 'Z
(3/1) (5/11) 5B Left Bracket (* = ASCII *)
(3/1) (5/12) -

(3/1) (5/13) 5D Right Bracket (S = ASCII *)
(3/1) (5/14) -
(3/1) (5/15)
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Cyrillic (Russian) Alphabet

TABLE D-2 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/1) (6/0) --
(3/1) (6/1) El Lowercase 'a'(3/1) (6/2) E2 Lowercase 'b'(3/1) (6/3) E3 Lowercase 'ch'
(3/1) (6/4) E4 Lowercase 'd'
(3/1) (6/5) E5 Lowercase 'ye'
(3/1) (6/6) E6 Lowercase If'
(3/1) (6/7) E7 Lowercase ,g,(3/1) (6/8) E8 Lowercase 'yu'
(3/1) (6/9) E9 Lowercase 'yi'
(3!1) (6/10), EA Lowercase 'zh'
(3/1) (6/11) EB Lowercase 'k'
(3/1) (6/12) EC Lowercase '1'
(3/1) (6/13) ED Lowercase 'Im'
(3/1) (6/14) EE Lowercase In'
(3/1) (6/15) EF Lowercase lo
(3/1) (7/0) FO Lowercase ,p,(3/1) (7/1) F! Lowercase Its'
(3/1) (7/2) F2 Lowercase Ir'
(3/1) (7/3) F3 Lowercase 's'
(3/1) (7/4) F4 Lowercase 't'
(3/1) (7/5) F5 Lowercase 'r'
(3/1) (7/6) F6 j Lowercase 's'
(3/1) (7/7) F7 Lowercase 'sh'
(3/1) (7/8) F8 Lowercase 'u'
(3/1) (7/9) F9 Lowercase 'i'
(3/1) (7/10) FA Lowercase 'z'(3/1) (7/11) 

L a
(3/1) (7/12) FA L

(3/1) (7/13) --
(3/1) (7/14) --
(3/1) (7/15)
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Special Symbols

TABLE D-3

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3-'2) (2/0) 20 Space (* = ASCII )(3/2) (2/1) 1B Percentile A(3/2) (2/2) 1C Integral
(3/2) (2/3) 1D Defined Equal
(3/2) (2/4) 1E Minus or Plus
(3/2) (2/5) 25 Percent (S = ASCII )
(3/2) (2/6) IF Radical
(3/2) (2/7) 27 Apostrophe ( = ASCII *)(3/2) (2/8) 28 Left Parenthesis ( = ASCII )(3/2) (2/9) 29 Right Parenthesis (* = ASCII 8)(3/2) (2/10) FC Plus or Minus
(3/2) (2/11) 2B Plus (* = ASCII 5)(3/2) (2/12) 2C Comma ( = ASCII *(3/2) (2/13) 2D Hyphen, Minus ( = ASCII )(3/2) (2/14) 2E Period ( = ASCII *)(3/2) (2/15) 7C Vertical Bar ( Redundant *

(3/2) (3/0) 30 Zero (* = ASCII )(3'2) (3/1) 31 One ( = ASCII )(3/2) (3/2) 32 Two = ASCII 8)(3/2) (3/3) 33 Three = ASCII )(3/2) (3/4) 34 1 Four ( = ASCII *(3/2) (3/5) 35 Five ( = ASCII *)
(3/2) (3/6) 36 Six ( = ASCII 5)
(3/2) (3/7) 37 Seven (* = ASCII )(3/2) (3/8) 38 Eight = ASCII(3/2) (3/9) 39 Nine (* = ASCII *)(3/2) (3/10) 3A Colon (* = ASCII 5)
(3/2) (3/11) FE Not Equal
(3/2) j3/12) 3C Less Than (* = ASCII 5)(3/2) (3/13) 3D Equal (S = ASCII 5)(3/2) (3/14) 3E Greater Than (* = ASCII 5)(3/2) (3/15) B9 Partial Derivative
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FONT ENCODING SCHEM[E
Special Symbols

TABLE D-3 (cont.)

*INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE~ SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/2) (4/0) --
(3/2) (4/1) 01 Supiprior Dash
(3/2) (4/2) 02 Equivalent Identity
(3/2) (4/3) 03 Boolean Intersection
(3/2) (4 '4) 04 -Superior Left Arrow
(3/2) (4/5) 05 Superior '3'
(3/2) X'4/6) 06 Parallel
(3/2) (4/7) 017 Script I1'
(3/2) (4/8) 08 Danish 'A' (Angstrom unit)
(3/2) (4/9) 09 Superior '8'
(3/2) (4/10) OA Inverted Delta ('DELI operator)
(3/2) (4/11) OB Equal To or Less Than
(3/2) (4/12) 00 Equal To or GrCater Than
(3/2) (4/13) 40 Left Arrow
(3/2) (4/14) OE Right Arrow
(3/2) (4/15) OF Superior '9'

(3/2) (5/0) 10 Superior '0'
('/2) 5/1) 1t Superior '1'
(3/2) (5/2) lz Superior '4'
('1/2) (5/3) 13 Superior Right Arrow
(3/2) (5/4) 14 Superior '5'

(~')(5/5) 15 Superior '7'
( /2) (5/6) 16 Boolean Union
,3/2) (5/7) 17 Superior '2'
0~/2) (5/8) 18 Boolean Such-That
(3/2) (5/9) 19 Superior '6'
(3/2) (5/10) 1A Boolean Element-Of
(3/2) (5/11) 5B Left Bracket (*=ASCII *
(3/2'~ 5/12) -

(3/z) (5/13) SD Right Bracket (*=ASCII *I(3/2) (5/14) -

(3/2) (5/15) -
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Special Symbols

TABLE D-3 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/2) (6/0) --
(3/2) (6/1) 81 Inferior Dash
(3/2) (6/2) 82 Congruent To
(3/2) (6/3) 83 Similar To
(3/2) (6/4) 84 Inferior Perpendicular
(3/2) (6/5) 85 Inferior '3'
(3/2) (6/6) 86 Alteri.ate Script '11
(3/2) (6/7) 87 Perpendicular
(3/2) (6/8) 88 Dot Product
(3/2) (6/9) 89 Inferior '8'
(3/2) (6/10) 8A Cross Product
(3/2) (6/11) 8B Less Than or Equal To
(3/2) (6/12) 8C Greater Than or Equal 7o
(3/2) (6/13) 8D Infinity
(3/2) (6/14) 8E Degree
(3/2) (6/15) 8F Inferior '9'

(3/2) (7/0) 90 Inferior '0'
(3/2) (7/1) 91 Inferior 'I'
(3/2) (7/2) 92 Inferior '4'
(3/2) (7/3) 93 Inferior Parallel
(3/2) (7/4) 94 Inferior '5'
(3/2) (7/5) 95 Inferior '7'
(3/2) (7/6) 96 Approximately Equal To
(3/2) (7/7) 97 Inferior '2'
(3/2) (7/8) 98 Boolean Contains
(3/2) (7/9) 99 Inferior '62
(3/2) (7/10) VA Boolean Is-Contained-In
(3/2) ( /i) --

(3/2) (7/12) --
(3/2) (7/13) --

(3/2) (7/14) --

(3/2) (7/15) --
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Greek Alphabet

TABLE D-4

GREEK ALPHABET

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/3) (2/0) 20 Space = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/1) 21 Exclamation Point (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/2) 22 Quotation Mark (*= ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/3) --
(3/3) (2/4) --
(3/3) (2/5) 25 Percent (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/6) --
(3/3) (2/7) 27 Apostrophe (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/8) 28 Left Parenthesis (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/9) 29 Right Parenthesis (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/10) 2A Asterisk (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/11) 2B Plus (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/12) 2C Comma (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/13) *2D Hyphen, Minus (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/14) 2E Period (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (2/15) 2F Slash (* = ASCII *)

(3/3) (3/0) 30 Zero (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/1) 31 One (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/2) 32 Two (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/3) 33 Three (*= ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/4) 34 Four (* = ASCII *)
(3,'2) (3/5) 35 Five (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/6) 36 Six (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/7, 37 Seven (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/8) 38 Eight (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/9) 39 Nine (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/10) 3A Colon (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/11) 3B Semicolon (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/12) 3C Less Than (* = ASCII )
(3/3) (3/13) 3D Equal (* = ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/14) 3E Greater Than (*= ASCII *)
(3/3) (3/15) 3F Question Mark (t ASCII *)
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Greek Alphabet

TABLE D-4 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/3) (4/0) --
(3/3) (4/1) 41 Uppercase ALPHA = ASCII A *)
(3/3) (4/2) 42 Uppercase BETA = ASCII B *)
(3/3) (4/3) 58 Uppercase CHI (* = ASCII X *)
(3/3) (4/4) 5C Uppercase DELTA
(3/3) (4/5) 45 Uppercase EPSILON (* = ASCII E *)
(3/3) (4/6) 5E Upperca3e PHI
(3/3) (4/7) 5F Uppercase GAMMA
(3/3) (4/8) 48 Uppercase ETA (* = ASCII H *)
(3/3) (4/9) 49 Uppercase IOTA (* = ASCII I *)
(3/3) (4/10) 60 Uppercase PSI
(3/3) (4/11) 4B Uppercase KAPPA (* = ASCII K *)
(3/3) (4/12) 7E Uppercase LAMBDA
(3/3) (4/13) 4D Uppercase MU = ASCII M *)
(3/3) (4/14) 4E Uppercase NU (* = ASCII N *)
(3/3) (4/15) 7F Uppercase OMEGA

(3/3) (5/0) 9B Uppercase PI
(3/3) (5/1) FD Lowercase terminal sigma
(3/3) (5/2) 50 Uppercase RHO (* ASCII P *)
(3/3) (5/3) 9C Uppercase SIGMA
(3/3) (5/4) 54 Uppercase TkU (* = ASCII T *)
(3/3) (5/5) 9D Uppercase UPSILON
(3/3) (5/6) 9E Uppercase THETA
(3/3) (5/7) 4F Uppercase OMICRON (* = ASCII 0 *)
(3/3) (5/8) 9F Uppercase XI
(3/3) (5/9) --
(3/3) (5/10) 5A Uppercase ZETA (* = ASCII Z *)
(3/3) (5/11) 5B Left Bracket (* ASCII *)
(3/3) (5/12) --

(3/3) (5/13) 5D Right Bracket (* ASCII *)
(3/3) (5/14) --

(3/3) (5/15) --

, L,
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FONT ENCODING SCHEME
Greek Alphabet

TABLE D-4 (cont.)

INF. INTER. FTD LETTER OR
CODE CODE SYMBOL

(1st) (2nd)

(3/3) (6/0) --

(3/3) (6/1) Al Lowercase alpha
(3/3) (6/2) A2 Lowercase beta
(3/3) (6/3) A3 Lowercase chi
(3/3) (6/4) A4 Lowercase delta
(3/3) (6/5) A5 Lowercase epsilon
(3/3) (6/6) A6 Lowercase phi
(3/3) (6/7) A7 Lowercase gamma
(3/3) (6/8) A8 Lowerca3e eta
(3/3) (6/9) A9 Lowercase iota
(3/3) (6/10) AA Lowercase psi
(3/3) (6/11) AB Lowercase kappa
(3/3) (6/12) AC Lowercase lambda
(3/3) (6/13) AD Lowercase mu
(3/3) (6/14) AE Lowercase nu
(3/3) (6/15) AF Lowercase omega

(3/3) (7/0) BO L owercase pi
(3/3) (7/1) B1 Lowercase cursive theta
(3/3) (7/2) B2 Lowercase rho
(3/3) (7/3) B3 Lowercase sigma
(3/3) (7/4) B4 Lowercase tau
(3/3) (7/5) B5 Lowercase upsilon
(3/3) (7/6) B6 Lowercase theta
(3/3) (7/7) ' B7 Lowercase omicron
(3/3) (7/8) B8 Lowercase xi
(3/3) (7/9)
(3/3) (7/10) BA Lowercase zeta
(3/3) (7/11)
(3/3) (7/12)
(3/3) (7/13)
(3/3) (7/14)
(3/3) (7/15)

JI
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APPENDIX E

GRAFIX I

The GRAFIX I system is designed to automatically read
hand-printed documents or printed pages and convert the
information into a form which can be read, manipulated and
accessed within a high-speed computer. GRAFIX I is
especially well suited to reading large volumes of material
quickly and economically, bypassing the lengthy and costly
process of entering the information by hand.

In its simplest form this process is accomplished by
photographing the written or printed material on microfilm
and loading the microfilm into the GRAFIX I scanner. The p
scanner electronically examines the film and produces a
digital "picture" of the printed page. Within the GRAFIX I
computer this digital image is closely examined. Each
individual letter is isolated and identified by the computer
software, and the recognized letter 4s written into a data
file. This is the process of optical character recognition,
which converts the digital image of a page of print into a
digital file of letters within the computer.

Of course GRAFIX I is not infallible. When reading
hand-written material the computer has difficulty with one
to five letters out of every hundred and needs the help of a
human operator. Many times on hand-written forms we humans
get careless, writing B's that look like 8's, G's that
resemble 6's, 5's which look like S's, and D's that are hard
to distinguish from O's. It takes another human to sort out
these confusing images. Even on printed pages GRAFIX I
occasionally sees images it doesn't recognize, such as
smudged, broken or lightly printed letters, flyspecs, tea
stains, and flaws in the paper. GRAFIX I asks for human
help on 5% or fewer of the letters from a printed page. On
especially clear print the reject rate can be below 1%.
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GRAFIX I

GRAFIX I obtains human assistance in recognizing difficult
characters through the reject conversion system. The
computer displays the actual picture of the image it cannot
identify to a human operator (using a computer terminal TV
screen). One of the significant advantages of the GRAFIX I
system is that this image is displayed in various shades of
gray, a feature which adds more fine detail to the image
than was the case with earlier binary (black/white)
displays. The operator reads the line of print in which the
troublesome letter appears, examines the TV image of the
letter itself, and types in the correct identification of
the letter. (To double-check, GRAFIX I can be instructed to
display the same difficult letter to two operators in
succession to see if they identify the image the same way.)

When all troublesome letters on the page have been correctly
identified, GRAFIX I writes the complete' data file on a
reel of magnetic tape for permanent storage. GRAFIX I
writes the output tape in a code which can be read by other
computers, making the recorded information available for
general distribution and use.

In feasibility studies, Information International has
demonstrated the GRAFIX I's ability to read a very wide
range of material including technical manuals, telephone
directories, legal documents, typ-written or hand-lettered
forms, and materials written in foreign languages.

The GRAFIX I is currently in use by the US Navy and by the
British Department of Health and Social Sect~rity (DESS).
The US Navy uses GRAFIX I in cormination with Information
International's COMp83 system to scan, update, reformat and
republish technical manuals for 7aval aircrgft. The Navy
has about 17,000 such manuals which must be cntinually kept
up to date. Prior to the use of GRAFIX I, revision and
republication of a manual usually required 6 to 18 months of
effort. With GRAFIX I and COMp80, however, the time
required to process an average manual has been cut to 60
days. In the case of a critical revision, the Navy can
revise, republish and distribute several hundred copies of a
manual in as little as 48 hours.

The British Department of Health and Social Security uses
GRAFIX I to read handprinted forms wriLten by the
Department's 1400 clerks. GRAFIX I reads the torm3
exceptionally well, rejecting less than 1% of the
characters. This is particularly significant because the
forms are filled out using mixed alphanumeric characters
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GRAFIX I

which do not require special training or strict quality
control on the part of the clerks

An upgrade of the DHSS GRAFIX I system is in progress which
will give the system the capability of reading pages from
the British Libraryls General Katalog III (GK3). The GK3 is
an index to approximately six million books dating back to
the 15th century. The GK3 index represents a special
example of the abilities of the GRAFIX I because it involves
optical character recognition of 25 different fonts,
including Roman, Cyrillic, Greek and italicized letters.

In the future, Information International expects the
GRAFIX I to prove capable of reading engineering and
architectural drawings, biomedical cell counting and
chromosome analysis, automatic inspection of industrial
X-rays, automated analysis and matching of fingerprints, and
many other tasks. The versatility of the GRAFIX I system
has only begun to be realized.
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APPENDIX F

FSTTMATED COST FOR A COMPLETE PRODUCTION SYSTEM

F.1 HARDWARE

A complete production GRAFIX I hardware configuration which
is functionally equivalent to the one demonstrated is
outlined below, with prices. The actual differences between
the listed hardware and the demonstrated hardware are:

I
1. The proposed system has two disc drives (as opposed

to three on the system used in the demonstration).
The demonstration required significantly less disc
capacity than was present on the system.

2. The proposed system would contain a single scanner,
a single CPU, and a single binary image processor.
The system demonstrated had two of each. During
the demonstration, only one of each was actually in
use.

3. The proposed system would include two tape drives,
capable of writing 710-byte records. The system
demonstrated had tape drives which were incapable
of writing 710-byte records. An additional
off-line tape drive was used to convert the tape
off-loaded from the GRAFIX I into the 710-byte
format required by FTD. In the proposed system, a
single tape drive capable of writing 710-byte
records would be sufficient for this off-loading.
The second drive is useful for backup and tape
copying.
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ESTIMATED COSTS
Hardware

4. The proposed system would contain only two model
1070 time-sharing terminals for operation of the
system versus six on the system demonstrated. A
large number of terminals on the demonstrated
system are used for in-house development. Only two
were used during the demonstration.

5. The proposed system will have slightly different,
but functionally identical, keyboards for reject
re-entry. The new keyboards are more durable and
more attractively packaged.

6. The proposed system will have five reject
conversion CRT's which display images identical to
those demonstrated, but which are capable of
displaying 24 lines of text (as opposed to 20 lines
in the demonstration equipment). Also, the
proposed CRT's will be mounted on stands, making
them more durable and convenient than those used in
the demonstration.

The cost estimate for this hardware is as follows:

1. Model 7001 GRAFIX I Basic System $1,750,000

Includes:

a. Central processor with 128K words of
core memory (1 u-sec)

b. Magnetic Tape Control plus two (2) 1600
bpi 240KC drives

c. Binary Information Processing Subsystem

d. Optical/Mechanical Subsystem including
35mm Film Transport and Signal
Processing Subsystem

e. Teleprinter
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ESTIMATED COSTS

Hardware

2. Model 7031 Disc System Controller $62,500

3. Model 7032 Disc Drive 10 mil,
36-bit words, Two (2) at $30,500 61,000

4. Model 1070 Display Terminal,
Two (2) at $9,500 19,000

5. Model 1060B Reject Processing System
Controller 107,000

6. Model 1061B Reject Terminal,
Five (5) at $11,500 57,000

7. Model 7002 Time Shared System including
additional 64K core memory 225,000

8. (No model No.) Line Printer, 600 LPM,
96 Characters, with Controller 59,500

TOTAL = $2,341,000

F.2 SOFTWARE

The cost of the applications software, as described in this
study and as demonstrated, is included in the actual
hardware price.

F.3 MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Five reject conversion operators will be required if reject
conversion and reading were to take place one shift per day
at the actual demonstrated throughput and total reject rate.
The demonstrated throughput was 864,000 characters per
8-hour shift. Of the 44,504 characters actually read during
the demonstration, 4,590 were rejected for various reasons.
In actual production, reject conversion operators typically
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ESTIMATED COSTS
Manpower

key 2,400 characters per hour. From this it may be derived
thdt i.6 operators would be required operating one shift to
clear all rejects generated by one shift of GRAFIX I
operation.

In addition to the reject conversion operators, one system
operator would be requi-ed full time for each shift of
operation of the GRAFIX I, and a microfilm camera operator
would be required one-fourth time for each shift of
operation.

F.A ENHANCEMENTS

Ongoing development of the GRAFIX I system is likely to
result in throughput of Cyrillic text being increased by a
zactor of three to approximately 100 characters per second.
There will be no additional charge for this increased
performance as it would be a feature of the standard
software. In the event that recognition software had three
times the throughput realized in the April 18, 1979
demonstration, then three times as many reject conversion
terminals and three times as much reject conversion and
filming manpower would be required.

Ongoing development may also lower the system's reject and
substitution rates on Cyrillic material. Again, there would
be no additional charge for this increased performance. A
reduction of the reject rate by a given percentage would
result in the reduction of the necessary reject conversion
personnel by the same percentage.

Software created to more fully address a broader range of
Cyrillic text reading applications would be available
subject to a detailed specification of expected performance
on a broad sample of representative material. The cost for
such software development will be dependent on this
performance specification.
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